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Due to the controversies surrounding ‘’Hunting” - Blanco Hunting Safaris saw the need to create a code of
conduct stipulating the high moral and ethical standards Blanco practices in the hunting industry. Blanco
wishes to distance itself from “cage hunting” practices – this not aligned with the business thus none will
we conducted in any way or form.
Director Charles Gibbons is a member of SA Hunters, Castle De Wildt, CHASA | Confederation of Hunters
Associations of South Africa. Charles Gibbon’s dedication in maintaining high ethical standards are reflected
through his membership to these organisations.
Mission Statement
It is the mission of Blanco Hunting Safaris and its worldwide members to advise, educate and facilitate
public enjoyment of the natural world. Blanco embraces sound conservation practices, sustained utilization
of renewable resources, access to public lands and ethical hunting practices. Blanco is pledged by its bylaws
to insure the highest level of professionalism and integrity to the benefit of recreational sport hunters and
outdoor enthusiasts around the world.
Objectives
- To promote worldwide the good management of wildlife
- To collaborate with governments on the conservation of flora and fauna
- To maintain a sportsmanlike concept of hunting
- To prevent illegal and unsportsmanlike practices
- To safeguard worldwide the interests of clients
- To represent worldwide the interests of professional hunters, outfitters and guides
Activities & Projects
Blanco Hunting Safaris annually promotes hunting with its visitors, ethical hunting practices and the wise
use of renewable wildlife resources at various international hunting conventions and conferences.
Membership
As members of SA Hunters, Castle De Wildt and CHASA Blanco has pledged to adhere to the highest standards of professionalism and have agreed to full accountability to the Association for their actions afield.

